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LUBRICANTS

MLS PART 
NUMBER

EQUIPMENT DESCRIPTION PRICE

780100 $16.10
DIAMOND LUBE by MLS, 1 pint, (16 

Oz.) add to water, makes 2 gallons.

780110 $29.90

780300 $35.00**SLICK-CUT by MLS, 1 gallon

780400 $8.50
TOOL COOL, by Lapcraft, 8 oz. 

concentrate

780410 $31.00

780420 $50.00**

780500 $4.30
WATER AID, by Diamond Pacific, 8 

oz. concentrate 

780510 $6.95

780310 $157.50**SLICK-CUT by MLS, 5 gallons

TOOL COOL, by Lapcraft, 32 oz. (1 

quart), concentrate

TOOL COOL, by Lapcraft, 128 oz. ( 1 

gal.), concentrate

WATER AID, by Diamond Pacific, 

16 oz. (1 pint), concentrate 

780520 $36.45**
WATER AID, by Diamond Pacific, 

128 oz. (1 gallon), concentrate 

780600 $14.40
OIL MIST ELIMINATOR, by Lortone, 

16 oz. (1 pint), concentrate 

DIAMOND LUBE by MLS, is a water soluble oil 

for diamond saw blades, wheels and drill bits.  Use on 

saw blades 10" in dia. or under.  One pint makes 5 

gallons.

SLICK-CUT  by MLS, this is a special blend of 

oils to produce a very high quality mineral oil based 

cutting oil.  Water clear with almost NO SMELL.  We 

developed and tested this in house.

TOOL COOL by Lapcraft, is a water soluble wax 

for diamond saw blades, wheels, drill bits and tools.  

Use on saw blades 10" or under in diameter.  Mix 8 oz. 

Of Tool Cool to 1 gallon water.  Easy on the skin.

OIL MIST ELIMINATOR by Lortone,  To be 

added ONLY to PETROLEUM BASED OILS or 

MINERAL OIL.  Long chain polymer hydrocarbon 

reduces blade friction and oil fogging.  One 16 oz. 

Container treats 5 gallons oil!

WATER AID by Diamond Pacific, is a concentrated 

wetting agent.  It increases cutting action of sawing, 

grinding and sanding/polishing.  It’s biodegradable and 

normally harmless to the skin.  Approx. 6 drops per pint 

is all that’s needed.

MLS PART 
NUMBER

EQUIPMENT DESCRIPTION PRICE

621000 $22.00
DRESSING STICK - SMALL, 11/16" 

X 11/16" X 4", Package of 3, use on 

8" diameter blades and smaller.

621010 $14.50
DRESSING STICK - MEDIUM, 1" X 

1" X 6",  use on 10"  through 14" 

diameter.

621020 $22.00
DRESSING STICK - LARGE, 2" X 2" 

X 6",  use on blades 16" diameter and 

larger.

DRESSING STICKS

MLS DRESSING STICKS are manufactured from pure virgin 

ALUMINUM OXIDE!!  You should only used aluminum oxide to 

“sharpen” diamond saw blades.  Any other material can damage the 

blade.  You can also use these sticks to “sharpen” sintered diamond 

wheels.

GRINDING WHEELS

MLS SILICON CARBIDE Grinding wheels continually present new, sharp faces ideal for stone 

grinding.  The silicon carbide used in our wheels is hand sorted 100% to National Bureau of 

Standards screen sizes.  Every wheel is diamond dressed, precision balanced and sonically 

tested.  

BLACK - SILICON CARBIDE 

GRINDING WHEELS

BLACK SILICON CARBIDE GRINDING WHEELS 

are the standard of the industry.  Manufactured to 

give the optimum of fast cutting and wheel life.  This 

wheel sets the standard for lapidary grinders 

everywhere and can be used on all types of stones.

GREEN SILICON CARBIDE GRINDING WHEELS 

are designed for the lapidarist who desires extra fast 

cutting.  They are premium quality, softer bonded 

wheels that will not glaze even at the highest 

speeds.

GREEN - SILICON CARBIDE 

GRINDING WHEELS

** - Special Shipping Charges for this Item.

DIAMOND LUBE by MLS, 1 quart, 

(32 Oz.) add to water, makes 4 

gallons.

“PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE”
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